Introduction
Earth rotation is, in most case, meant to be spin rotation of the Earth. Diverse seasonal variations are the result of Earth's obliquity to the ecliptic and orbital rotation of the Earth around the Sun. Although the linear motion of Earth's orbital rotation is faster than that of Earth's spin rotation, human beings cannot easily recognize it except aberration, which was first noticed by Bradley. In the Renaissance and also ancient times, scholars comprehended that orderly movements of stars in night sky are due to the Earth's spin rotation. To them, the planets, Moon and Sun moved with different periodicities in complicated way on the celestial sphere. As a matter of fact, the Earth's orbital/spin rotations are quite stable, and their stabilities far exceed human perception and most man-made instruments. However, the variations in both angular speed and direction of Earth spin have become detectable as technologies improved. Earth rotation is one of the most interesting scientific phenomena ever known. Moreover the importance of accurate knowledge of Earth rotation cannot be overestimated, because both the spatial and time systems of human civilization are referenced to the Earth and its spin rotational state.
Precession of equinox has been known since early day astronomy. The period of Earth's precession is about 26 thousand years. Nutation, which is periodic perturbation of the Earth's spin axis, is much smaller in amplitude than precession and often regarded as associated motion of precession. While precession and nutation are the motions of the Earth's spin axis (angular momentum) viewed by an observer in space outside of the Earth, the pole of Earth's spin rotation also changes with respect to observer on the Earth. Nowadays the Earth's rotational pole is usually represented by the Celestial Intermediate Pole (CIP). Slow drift of the Earth's pole in a time scale of thousand years is called polar wander. The polar wander is mostly due to the glacial isostatic adjustment and slow internal processes in the Earth. The pole of Earth's reference ellipsoid coincides with the Reference Pole, which was determined as average position of the Earth's pole between 1900 and 1905 (formerly called the Conventional International Origin). Pole position (CIP) with respect to the Reference Pole is represented by rectangular coordinates (x p , y p ), which slowly draws a rough circle on the Earth's surface in a year or so. This pole offset is termed as polar motion.
Not only the orientation of the Earth's spin rotation but also its speed is slightly variable. Before the advent of quartz clocks, rotation of the Earth was regarded as the most reliable clock except planetary motion. Periodic variations in the length of day (LOD) have been found since the observations of star transit across meridian with accuracy better than 1 millisecond in the 1950s. Annual, semi-annual, and fortnightly perturbations are the first ones identified in the LOD variation. The Universal Time (UT), which is based on Earth rotation has been replaced by the Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) or the International Atomic Time (TAI), which are based on atomic clocks. Secular deceleration of the Earth due to tidal friction has been presumed since G. Darwin, and was confirmed later on.
Space geodetic technology since 1980s greatly enhanced precision and accuracy of measuring Earth rotation. Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) on the electromagnetic waves, which were emitted from quasar and detected at stations on Earth, has provided most important dataset, particularly for UT variation. VLBI and others as Global Positioning System (GPS), Satellite Laser Ranging (SLR) are capable of measuring pole offset with precision better than 1 milliarcsec as subdaily basis. Recently Ring Laser Gyroscope emerged as a unique and promising instrument to measure directly the Earth's spin rotational angular velocity with unprecedented accuracy.
Any position on the Earth's surface is usually denoted by its latitude and longitude in the Terrestrial Reference Frame (TRF), while direction to an astronomical object can be conveniently represented by its right ascension and declination in the Celestial Reference Frame (CRF). Transformation between TRF and CRF is attained with the necessary information; Earth rotation angle due to time passage from a certain epoch and small changes in orientation due to precession-nutation and polar motion.
In this chapter, characteristics of aforementioned variations in the Earth's rotation are compiled. Explanation of theoretical principle and observational features for each aspects are given one by one. But at times of much elaboration, more thorough treatment is avoided and proper references are recommended instead. The pre-requisite mechanics and mathematics are summarized in Appendix, where elementary vector algebra, harmonic oscillator, and basics for rotational mechanics etc. are covered. Old but still worth-reading monographs about Earth rotation are Munk and Macdonald [1] , Lambeck [2] , and Moritz and Mueller [3] . Explanations on terms and concepts of Earth rotation can be found in Seidelmann [4] . Extensive description about recent developments of Earth rotation study with emphasis on wobble and LOD was given by Gross [5] . In the same volume, Dehant and Mathews gave summary of Earth rotation theories with emphasis on nutation [6] . A technical note of International Earth Rotation and Reference Systems Service; IERS Conventions 2010 gives descriptions of new definitions in Earth rotation [7] . sphere. Like any other gyroscopic motions, the equation of motion for precession of the Earth can be simply expressed as follows.
Precessional torque comes mainly from the Moon and Sun; their gravitational pull to the Earth's equatorial bulge. But planets in the solar system also affect and contribute to the precession of the Earth in small amount. Earth's precession caused by all those effects together is called general precession, while luni-solar precession is referred to that caused by the Moon and Sun only. Recently it has been recognized that planetary perturbations lead to minute change in Earth's orbital plane, i.e. ecliptic. It is now recommended to use terms as precession of equator and precession of ecliptic [7] . Compared with the angular speed of the Earth's precession, lunar orbital rotation and apparent solar annual rotation around the Earth are much faster (similar comparison holds for the 18.6 years lunar orbital precession). Therefore, the luni-solar precessional torque can be evaluated by treating the masses of the Moon and Sun as hula-hoop shaped distribution ( Figure 1 ). In fact, the precessional torque is exerted by differential gravitational force (= tidal force) on the Earth's equatorial bulge. Qualitative understanding may be directly acquired from 
where G, M s , r s , and εare the constant of gravitation, mass of the Sun, mean solar distance, and the Earth's obliquity angle to the ecliptic plane. C and A are the principal moments of inertia of the Earth. Average lunar torque can be written similarly. Since the magnitude of Earth's spin angular momentum is L = Cω 0 , and the precession locus is shortened by a factor of sinε, the total angular speed of the Earth's precession due to both of the lunar and solar torques is given as the following.
Derivation of Equations 2-3 can be found in [8] [9] [10] , or other equivalent material. The angular velocity of general precession was recently found as ω G.P . = 50.287946 " / yr.
Due to its precession, orientation of the Earth's spin axis ceaselessly changes in the celestial sphere. This change can be represented by the three angles ζ, θ, and z as illustrated in Figure 2 . The transformation matrix corresponding to three successive rotations with these angles is represented as
. Followings are the three angles of IAU2000A in terms of T, which is the time of given epoch in Julian century since J2000.0 -Greenwich noon on January 1 st of year 2000 [11] .
Figure 2.
Representation of the Earth's precession by three angles ζ, θ, and z. The associated coordinate transformation matrix is given as T  T  T  T  T   T  T  T  T  T   z   z=  +  +  --=  ----= -2  3  4  5 6.0803226" 1.0947790" 0.0182273" 0.0000470" 0.0000003"
Change in the right ascension and declination of any fixed position on the celestial sphere can readily be acquired with known precession matrix. Besides precession, there exist small periodic oscillations superposed on it, and these are called nutations. The cause of nutation is the luni-solar gravitational pull to Earth's equatorial bulge, same as for precession but only with different frequency. In Figure 3 , the main nutation (18.6 year period) is illustrated as a superposition on the precession. There are numerous different periodic components in the Earth's nutation. Treating the lunar and solar masses as circularly distributed rings was only an approximation to consider precession, but the true motions of the Moon and Sun relative to the Earth definitely are periodic. Accordingly effect of the periodic lunar or solar torque exist as oscillatory perturbations, i.e., nutations. Like the response of a simple harmonic oscillator to periodic driving force (away from resonance), which is proportional to inverse square of the driving frequency, amplitude of longer period nutation should be larger.
The nutational torque vector and resultant change in angular momentum vector can be briefly described as follows (here, precession itself is neglected for the time being. for more detailed treatment, see [3, 6] Figure 4 represent successive times separated by a time increment Δt, and angular momentum change is given
The nutational angle is given as arctan(L n / Cω e ) ≃ L n / Cω e . While torque itself is the same for different nutational components of same origin (lunar or solar), lower frequency nutation evidently has larger amplitude due to the inverse frequency dependence of nutation angular momentum; L n = | L ⇀ n | = | τ n | / ω n . This is the reason why 18.6 year nutation has much larger amplitude than other short period ones. Likewise semiannual nutation is roughly six times larger than fortnightly one (remember lunar tide is twice larger than solar tide). However, semi-annual nutation is of larger amplitude than annual one (particularly for the case of Δε). Similarly fortnightly nutation amplitude is larger than monthly one. These are due to symmetric nature of tidal force. If the eccentricities of lunar/solar orbits were smaller, the monthly and annual nutations would have been virtually nil. Two angles used to specify nutation are denoted as Δε and Δψ, which are illustrated in Figure 5 . In Table 1 , several nutation components of largest amplitude are listed.
Period (day)
Amplitude of obliquity The amplitude ellipses of four major components of Earth's nutation are shown in Figure 6 .
Δε

Amplitude of longitude
The transformation matrix corresponding to the nutation described by the two angles Δε and Δψ is given as [12] , which is adopted by International Astronomical Union (IAU) as current standard model [11] [12] . Although out-dated, nutation calculated by using rigid Earth approximation of former studies [13] [14] show close match with the most recent one [12] . This is due to the fact that the Earth behaves as an almost perfectly rigid body at such slow variations as the pre-cession and nutations. It is noted that the model of Mathews et al. was preceded by several other nutation models for nonrigid Earth. For example, see [15] [16] [17] [18] . There are other ways to represent the coordinate transform associated with the Earth's precession and nutation. One of them is to use the position of pole projected onto the ICRF plane, of which orientation to quasars is invariable. IAU 2006 recommended to use a set of associated new terms and definitions as described below. For details, see [7] and references therein.
The transformation matrix, which incorporates both precession and nutation together, can be written as follows. 
Secular deceleration
Although variation in the magnitude of Earth's spin rotation had not been detected easily in their days, some investigators, such as I. Kant and G. Darwin, suspected the Earth's deceleration. With careful reasoning only, they correctly concluded that the Earth should be secularly decelerated due to tidal friction in the oceans and solid Earth and that the lunar orbit should be modified accordingly. A schematic illustration for this secular interaction is given in Figure  7 . In the figure, the two identical Earth tidal bulges exist with minute phase delay due to tidal friction. Amplitude of body tide in the Earth exceeds 20 cm in most area over the world, and that of ocean tide is usually larger. Phase lag of body tide is found to be a few degrees, and differs for each tidal constituent. Phase lag of ocean tide is known to vary largely at places. The associated energy dissipation in ocean and solid Earth exceeds 3.0 Terra Watt. Tidal torque, which is due to the gravitational pull from the tide raising body (either the Moon or the Sun) to the misaligned tidal bulges, reduces spin angular momentum of the Earth. Equal and opposite torque should exist and increase the angular momentum of orbital rotation. Total angular momentum of the Earth - Earth should be larger in amplitude than Earth tide, but its effect is quite smaller in the secular deceleration due to the spin-orbit synchronous rotation of the Moon. It should be noted that the above arguments are based on the approximation neglecting the Earth's obliquity and lunar orbital inclination to the ecliptic. Solar tide in the Earth is about half of lunar tide in amplitude, and it significantly contributes to Earth's deceleration (about 20%). However, unlike the lunar orbital change, the change in the Earth-Sun distance or Earth's orbital rotation period due to the Earth-Sun tidal interaction is too small to be accurately observed.
G. Darwin carried elaborate formulation and calculation for changes in the dynamical state of the Earth Moon system, and extended further arguments [19] . Faster rotation of the Earth in the geological past was later identified from paleontological evidences. Historical eclipse records also revealed positive indications about the Earth's deceleration. Direct confirmations of the secular changes in the Earth's rotational state and lunar orbit have become available after operation of accurate atomic clocks and lunar laser ranging. Lunar laser ranging started since Apollo 11 landing in 1969, and enabled direct estimate of the present lunar recession as 3.82 cm/yr. Other related studies are satellite orbit analysis and ocean tide modeling. The fact that the Moon was closer to the Earth in the past, led G. Darwin to the fission hypothesis for lunar origin. Other hypotheses suggested for lunar origin were capture, binary accretion, and impact theories. This interesting topic has been occasionally re-visited [20] .
In these days, estimates about the Earth's deceleration rate by different approaches seem to converge, so that the LOD is now generally believed to increase with a rate of 1.8 millisecond / cy. Without glacial isostatic adjustment, this rate would be 2.3 millisecond /cy, however, there is large uncertainty in the variation of LOD mainly due to slow and complicated flows in the deep interior of the Earth. Recent fast retreat of glaciers and associated changes in the Earth's moments of inertia contribute to the variation of LOD by a certain amount, which is not accurately known. In Figure 9 , recent variation of UT1 is illustrated by three different ways. Above, cumulative delay in UT1 is shown, and then, in the middle, difference between UT1 and UTC (UT1-UTC) is shown. Including the last leap second introduced at the midnight of June 30th of 2012, there were total 25 leap seconds since 1972. The bottom graph shows the excessive amount of Earth's spin angular speed Δω from its nominal value ω 0 = 7.292115 × 10 −5 (rad / s). Recent Earth's spin angular velocity, as can be seen in Figure 9 (bottom), has been increasing in minute amount. This tendency can also be noticed from reduced number of leap seconds during the last twelve years or so.
Energy dissipation and angular momentum transfer via the tidal interaction process can be expressed simply in terms of dr(infinitesimal increase in the Earth-Moon distance) for isolated Earth-Moon system with neglecting Earth's obliquity and lunar inclination. The work involved in the process of angular momentum transfer is given as
I e ω e 2 ) = − I e ω e d ω e = − τ e ω e dt. After a little algebra, this can re-written as
)ω m ω e dr. The mechanical energy increase dE is given as [22] .
Since the late 60s, ocean tide modeling has been attempted, and global ocean tide models were acquired as numerical solution of Laplace's tidal equation with grid spacing larger than 2 × 2 . By using acquired global ocean tide model, it is possible to calculate the tidal torque that decelerate the Earth. Estimates for Earth's secular deceleration based on the first-generation ocean tide models were summarized by Lambeck [24] . With fast development of computing devices, much more extensive modelings have been acquired lately, such as NAOJ99, FES2004, EOT11, etc. In fact, better performance of recent models is feasible due also to sea surface height data derived from satellite altimetry (TOPEX/POSEIDON). Ray et al. combined the satellite altimetry and orbit analysis and estimated the Earth's deceleration rate as − 1304 " / c y 2 , which is − 6.35 × 10 −22 rad / s 2 and corresponds to LOD increase rate of 2.37 ms/cy [25] . Table 2 is based on their results. [26] . Astronomical evidences about the Earth's deceleration and lunar orbital retardation can be categorized into two different kinds of records; (i)'telescopic observation,' which has been carried for a few hundred years, and (ii) 'solar eclipse record,' which can be found from thousands year old Chinese literature or Babylonian inscriptions on clay tablets. Figure 10 is a redrawing of ΔT curve based on the observations of transit of Mercury and lunar occultation [27] . The parabolic trend of ΔT curve is due to the Earth's secular deceleration. As shown in Figure  10 , the secular deceleration is superposed with large fluctuations, which are ascribed to processes in the Earth's core and mantle. From these data, Morrison determined lunar orbital retardation as dω m dt = − 26 " / c y 2 [27] , which is quite close to recent and reliable estimate by lunar laser ranging and others. From vast amount of historical records of solar eclipse and others, an empirical formula was found for ΔT as follows;
where ΔT is in second, and t is time from AD 1820 in century [26] . Later the quadratic coefficient was adjusted from 31 to 32 [28] . Two corresponding rates of LOD increase are 1.70 and 1.75 millisecond/cy. It is noted that there were other estimates of same sorts, which largely differ from those introduced above. For example, see [29] [30] . In Figure 11 , curve of ΔT determined from observations between 500 BC and AD 1300 [26] , and an approximate curve of ΔT based on Morrison's table [28] are shown. Figure 11 . Two sets of ΔT data and curves: ΔT determined from observations between 500 BC and AD 1300 and their parabola fittings. Inset is set of data and fittings for later times [26] (left), and an approximate curve of ΔT based on tabulated data in [28] (right, ΔT + 20s is drawn in logarithmic scale).
Paleontological evidences exist for faster rotation of the Earth in the Mesozoic and Paleozoic era. As trees retain yearly growth rings, certain organisms, such as coral and shell, can record high and low ocean tides in their hard parts due to differential growth. Careful counting of these growth lines in fossil specimen yielded the numbers of days per month and year at geological past [31] [32] [33] . Lambeck estimated Earth's deceleration rate and lunar orbital retardation rate from those numbers [33] . His estimates based on fossil bivalve data were d ω e dt = − 5.9 × 10 −22 rad / s 2 and d ω m dt = − 1.3 × 10 −23 rad / s 2 ≃ 27 " / c y 2 . These estimates were proved to be quite reasonable by later studies. Therefore, tidal dissipation and associated lunar orbital change must have occurred rather consistently during hundreds of millions years regardless of decadal fluctuations due to core/mantle processes in the Earth or other perturbations. Followings are the formulation developed by Lambeck for the analysis of paleontological data. 
Geodetic Sciences -Observations, Modeling and Applications N 1 , N 2 , N 3 are the numbers of solar days per year and synodic month, and the number of synodic month per year respectively. Time derivatives of these three numbers are expressed as in equation (6b) Write ω e (t) = ω e (t 0 ) + Δω e + (dω e / dt) t and ω Numerical extrapolation for the past/future lunar orbit was first attempted by Darwin [19] , and later by many other investigators including Goldreich, Migard, Hansen, and Webb [34] [35] [36] [37] . Goldreich calculated the past state of the Earth-Moon system by using three time steps; year, period of lunar orbital precession, and secular [34] . Goldreich and Mignard avoided time scale problem by using the Earth-Moon distance as the independent variable. Calculations of Hansen and Webb were based on each idealized ocean tide modeling. Hansen specified two kinds of paleo-ocean configurations for his calculation; one -circular continent at polar region and the other -circular continent at equator [37] . Webb used the orientation averaged ocean with one continental cap. By extending Kaula's satellite orbit theory, Lambeck derived differential equations for lunar orbital evolution. By using those Lambeck's formulae with modification, the extrapolation was recently repeated [38] , and its set of the calculated past Earth-Moon distance for different tidal friction parameter is shown in Figure 12 . According to this result, the Moon could have been at close approach to the Earth at different times, from 1.6 -4.0 billion years ago or even earlier depending on the amount of reduction in tidal friction in the past. Calculated values of five parameters (eccentricity, obliquity, lunar orbital inclination, ω e , and ω m ) in the future are shown in Figure 13 . The scale factor is ratio of Earth-Moon distance to its present value, i.e., r / r 0 . As the ratio increases from 1.0 (present) to 1.2-1.3, Earth's spin angular velocity decreases almost linearly, and obliquity angle increases abruptly up to and over 60 degrees, while other parameters of lunar orbit gradually change in small amounts. There exist four hypotheses suggested for the lunar origin; (i) 'fission', (ii) 'capture', (iii) 'binary accretion', and (iv) 'impact.' It is difficult to verify/trace such a far distant past event like the Earth-Moon system formation, and one may consider only feasibilities of those hypotheses. A brief sketch of these four hypotheses is given here. Fission hypothesis, suggested by Darwin [19] , is an explanation of lunar origin as a result of mechanical resonance of the early Earth, which should have been rotating very fast. Since the natural period of foot ball mode of Earth's free oscillation is 54 minutes, the mechanical resonance to eject a part of mantle might have been possible, provided the early Earth had been rotating with a period about two hours or so. If the Earth would gain the angular momentum, which was lost due to both lunar and solar tidal interactions during the whole past of billion years, this fast rotation could be possible. Fission theory is also compatible with the fact that the lunar mass density is quite close to that of the Earth's mantle. Problem with the fission theory is that direct calculation of the Earth-Moon system back to the past should lead to high inclination angle of the lunar orbit. One has to imagine a certain scenario, such as close approach of Venus to perturb lunar orbit, to reconcile the imperfection. Capture hypothesis states that the Moon was initially formed independently and later captured by the Earth's gravity field during its passage near the Earth. Suppose it approached by following a hyperbolic/parabolic orbit with respect to the Earth, there should have been a mechanism to explain the change of lunar orbit. Gerstenkorn event is one such explanation claiming the Moon had approached in a retrograde orbit and then undergone its orbital change from hyperbolic to elliptic due to severe lunar tidal dissipation. Problem with the Gerstenkorn event is that, even at closest distance, tidal interaction cannot perform with such an extreme efficiency. Could there be other alternative stopping mechanism, then the capture hypothesis may remain feasible. Binary accretion hypothesis states that the Moon was formed with the Earth together as two isolated bodies by planetesimal accumulation from the beginning stage of the Earth-Moon system. Had the Moon been formed as an isolated body from the Earth, the low density of the Moon cannot be explained. Impact hypothesis emerged in the late 70s and was numerically simulated later. Suppose an object of 0.1 Earth's mass or so had collided with the early Earth, the Moon could have been formed afterwards by accretion of the remaining fragments. Impact hypothesis has been favored, because the Moon is depleted of volatile elements.
Like other major natural satellites, such as Galilean satellites, the Moon is already in synchronous rotation so that it always shows the same face toward the Earth. This synchronous rotation of the Moon can be maintained due also to another tidal interaction -dissipation of tide in the Moon raised by the Earth. Unless other impact with large third body or comparable perturbations, the Earth-Moon system will undergo secular changes as described above; the Earth's spin will slow down with its obliquity increase, and the lunar orbit will become larger with small decrease in its inclination angle.
Liouville equation and excitation function
In this section, the equation of motion for Earth's angular velocity perturbation is derived in the Earth fixed reference frame by neglecting elastic deformation and other complicated features of the real Earth. First, the general equation of motion for rigid body rotation and Euler's equation for wobble are derived. Further considerations will be followed after then.
Spin angular momentum of a rotating body can be written as L 
Taking the principal axes of body as reference frame axes, then L ⇀ and ω ⇀ × L ⇀ are simply expressed as follows. 
where the principal moments of inertia I i replace inertia tensor I ij (underlying basic summarized in Appendix).
Then Equation 7 is rewritten as 
In case two values I 1 and I 2 are same (I 1 = I 2 ⇒ I ), then Equation 9c becomes simple;
Its solution can be expressed as ω 3 (t) = ω 0 + 1 
The coupled solution for ω 1 and ω 2 of Equation 10 is found as a circular motion as follows. where Ω = I 3 − I I ω 0 . The argument Ωt may be added with a phase angle; Ωt ⇒ Ωt + ϕ.
Amplitude mω 0 and phase angle ϕ can be specified as initial condition. This rotational motion is often called Eulerian free nutation or wobble. Suppose a body initially rotating along its principal axis is agitated by a small perturbation, then the rotating body will undergo a wobbling motion as it rotates.
If the Earth were perfectly rigid, the frequency of its wobbling motion should be specified as
of which corresponding period is 304.5 sidereal days, i.e., 303.6 days. As rigid Earth rotates daily, an observer on it would see that both the angular momentum and velocity vectors slowly encircle the x 3 -axis ( Figure 14) . The three vectors stay on a same rotating plane (not shown in the Figure) , and the angles between them remain unchanged. Due mainly to finite elasticity of the Earth's mantle, the period of real Earth's wobble is increased by roughly twenty percent. The estimate according to recent observation is about 433 ~ 434 days. To honor the one who first observed this motion, it is called Chandler wobble. Denote small variations in inertia tensor, angular velocity, and angular momentum as ΔI ij , It is noted that I ij = I ji , i.e., inertia tensor is symmetric.
Angular velocity ω ⇀ is written as
Angular momentum L ⇀ in tensor form is given as L i = ∑ j I ij ω j + h i , and its matrix representation is given as
where first order terms only are retained with neglecting much smaller higher order terms. This equation has been called Liouville's equation.
After a little algebra, three components of the equation; d L ⇀ dt + ω ⇀ × L ⇀ = 0 are found as follows.
Divide the first and second equations by ω 0 (C − A) and rearrange terms, then the following two equations are found. 
Geodetic Sciences -Observations, Modeling and Applications where the two excitation functions ϕ 1 and ϕ 2 are defined as ϕ 1 =
The third equation can be rewritten as in equation (12c) In case with h 3 = 0, this is rewritten as m 3 = − ΔI 33 C . The other case with ΔI 33 = 0 is also obvious; 
Variation in LOD and polar motion
Length of day (LOD), which is meant by the length of a solar day, is about 86400 second and slightly variable. The length of a sidereal day is about 86164 second. Besides the secular increase described in a former section, there exist periodic variations in LOD. Even before atomic clocks, precise quartz clocks provided measurement of seasonal perturbation in star transit time; being behind in spring and ahead in late summer by 20-30 millisecond, which should be accumulation of LOD variation of the same periodicity. Along with the seasonal perturbation, fortnightly and monthly variations in LOD exist. Amplitudes of LOD variations of these different periodic components are in the order of one millisecond. Some amounts of these periodic perturbations are associated with body/ocean tides in the Earth. However, there is strong atmospheric effect on LOD variation. There also exist large quasiperiodic variations of much longer period range, called decadal fluctuation.
Body tidal variation of LOD is briefly described below. Even though Earth's angular momentum remains unchanged (ignoring the small secular deceleration), angular velocity of the Earth will change when its moment of inertia along the rotational axis changes. This situation is a slight modification from Equation 13, as follows.
where ΔLOD is the excessive amount of LOD, and related are z-components of Earth's spin angular velocity and inertia tensor; ω 3 = (1 + m 3 )ω 0 and I 33 = C + ΔI 33 respectively. Accumulation of ΔLOD lead to delay of UT1, and this relation can be expressed as
As ΔLOD due to tidal deformation can be expected, tidal periodicities exist in the ΔLOD spectrum. The ΔLOD associated with the change in the moment of inertia due to the zonal body tide was early studied by Woolard [39] and later by Yoder and Merriam [40] [41] . Following them, the expression for ΔLOD due to elastic body tidal deformation is written as 
where k 2 is tidal Love number, M is the mass of tide raising body (Moon or Sun), R e is the mean radius of the Earth, r is the distance to the body from the Earth, δ is the declination of the body, and Δr is the deviation of rfrom its average value. As will be described below, atmospheric and oceanic contributions to ΔLOD exist in large amount, so that calculated body tidal ΔLOD alone does not suffice to explain observational data.
In Figure 15 , the excessive LOD time series (IERS EOP 08 C04 -simply C04) since 1981 is shown (top). The curve of variation with period longer than 2000 days is superposed with the data (top). Below three different period band components are separately shown (period between 500 and 2000 days, between 100 and 500 days, and less than 100 days). The amplitude of interannual variation is about 0.3 millisecond or less. Decomposition of the time series of Figure  15 , was done by simple spectral windowing. It is interesting to note that the present overall trend of LOD shown in this figure is decreasing, which is the reverse of secular increase of LOD due to tidal dissipation. This is ascribed to certain geophysical processes in the Earth's core and mantle, such as geodynamo. Recent fast retreat of glaciers might be related as well.
The ΔLOD time series show clear annual, semiannual, monthly signals and other minor ones distributed over wide spectral range. Fourier spectra of the LOD time series are shown in Figure 16 . The two graphs are equivalent but differ in representation only by the axis (frequency/period). To identify the long period component accurately, calculation for these spectra was done through integration of the time series multiplied by sine/cosine sinusoid of each frequency not by using fast Fourier transform. Four largest peaks are labeled as f1, f2, f3, and f4. The two peaks f2 and f3 are annual and semiannual ones. The period of f4 is 13.7 days. As shown in lower spectrum, the period of peak f1 is spread over a wide range. Spectral peak of f1 is split by a few minor peaks. The main period of f1 peak is about 6905 days. Including the second largest peak at 4650 days, total width of half amplitude is about 5290 days between 4150 and 9440 days. This broad peak of f1 is generally believed to be associated with geomagnetic field generation in the Earth's core and 18.6 year precession of lunar orbital plane. Peak sequence in power is follows; f1 (decadal), f4 (fortnightly), f2 (annual), f3 (semiannual). Two spectral peaks of which periods are 27.6 and 9.13 days are noticed as next large ones. There exist other smaller peaks, including 14.8 day period one. In Figure 17 , two short period band components of ΔLOD time series of Figure 15 are shown again for three year time span between 2000 and 2003 with the body tidal ΔLOD calculated by using Equation 16 . Both the data and calculated body tidal ΔLOD in Figure 17 well show annual, semiannual, monthly and fortnightly periodic components. However, there are certain differences between the two. First, the fortnightly periodicity is not quite certain in the calculated body tidal ΔLOD, and neither is the semiannual one. Moreover, annual and semiannual signals are much stronger in the data than the calculated ones. Evidently this discrepancy should be ascribed to other effects than body tidal perturbation. Figure 17 . Observed LOD variation of period less than 500 days (above) and calculated LOD variation due to body tidal perturbation (below).
The effects of global zonal wind pattern fluctuation and ocean tidal angular momentum variation on UT and LOD had been suspected [1] [2] . These effects were confirmed later [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] , and the zonal wind pattern change was found to do the dominant role. Hydrological mass transport is also identified to have effect on annual and semiannual variation. Ocean tidal effect is found to be the main cause for diurnal and semidiurnal variation in LOD. These investigations became possible due to recent accurate ocean tide modeling and atmospheric angular momentum data. In Figure 18 , both observed data and modeled LOD time series are shown after Chen et al. [46] . In the former section, free and forced wobble of rotating rigid Earth was considered. It is rather elaborate to calculate Chandler wobble period for more realistic Earth model. Chandler wobble frequency of elastic and oceanless Earth was acquired as [48] . Corresponding period is 446.2 days. Assuming equilibrium pole tide, the estimate was adjusted into 425.5 day [48] . Its recent theoretical estimate is 423.5 days [49] . Among many observational estimates for Chandler period and Q value, 433.0 days and 179 are the most representative ones [50] .
Three other modes of Earth rotation exist due to the core of the Earth as followings; free core nutation, free inner core nutation, and inner core wobble. For an observer on the Earth's surface, free core nutation and free inner core nutation are retrograde motions having their periods approximately one day, therefore these two are called nearly diurnal free wobbles [50] [51] [52] . For an observer in space, the periods of these two are much longer; about 430 and 1000 days. Inner core wobble period has been estimated as 900-2500 days [53] [54] , however its existence has not yet been reported [55] .
Formerly, perturbation in the Earth's angular velocity and pole offset were considered to be the same with only difference in their directional notation, i.e., mediate Pole (CIP), denoted by x p and y p , is the one to be used for TRF-CRF conversion. For more detail, see [5] or related references cited therein. It is noted that, for dynamical effects such as pole tide, values of (m 1 , m 2 ) should be referenced to x 3 -principal axis of the Earth. Since both the x p and y p are small, the transformation matrix for polar motion necessary for CRF to TRF transformation can be written as R pm ≃ R 2 ( − x p )R 1 ( − y p ) ≃ R 1 ( − y p )R 2 ( − x p ) as first order approximation (see Appendix for more detail).
Recent polar motion is illustrated in Figure 19 . The graphs are based on the polar motion dataset of IERS EOP 08 C04. From the lines fitted with least square error in Figure 19 , the linear trend of recent polar motion is read as 8. [58] . Therefore, recent pole drift is comparatively slower and tilted by several degrees to the East. This might be associated with the recent rapid glacier melting in Greenland.
Two main components of polar motion are Chandler and annual wobbles. Other known minor components are semi-annual, semi-Chandler, Markowitz, etc. There have been investigations to identify different components of polar motion and their characteristics (see, for example, [59] [60] [61] ). For the polar motion time series as shown in Figure 19 , two spectra were acquired by using fast Fourier transform and maximum entropy method, and are illustrated in Figure 20 .
Minor peaks p1, p2, and p3 in the spectrum are previously known components; semi-annual, semi-Chandler, and 300-day period ones. The 300-day period component is regarded to be associated with atmospheric phenomena [60] . Existence of 490-day period component (peak p4) in polar motion was suggested after numerical experiment and evidence of same periodicity in other geophysical phenomena [62] . In Figure 21 , different period band polar motion components are shown. The each separate time series are: x p with long time trend, long period, Chandler wobble, annual wobble, and short period components, which were acquired by spectral windowings. Variability of the Chandler wobble period has been assumed, because of observationally derived period of Chandlerian motion showed such instability. However, it was asserted that the period of Chandler wobble should be a constant, which is determined by the whole mechanical structure of the Earth [63] . The apparent variation of Chandler period is caused by variable excitation. Excitation mechanism of Chandler wobble has been investigated for a long time, and, nowadays, fluid sphere forcing at the Earth's surface is regarded to be the main source [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] . Annual wobble exists with amplitude slightly smaller than Chandler wobble. Much smaller semi-annual wobble also exists. Major part of annual and semiannual wobble should be due to atmospheric excitation. Eurasian continent, North Atlantic, North Pacific, and southern oceans were found to be large sources of the atmospheric excitation for annual wobble. Explanation for polar motion excitation is sought by simultaneously considering effects from wind, atmospheric pressure, ocean current, ocean bottom pressure. In Table 3 , annual and semiannual excitation components are listed after Gross et al. [67] . Table 3 is consisted of prograde components only, however, retrograde ones were reported of the same order of magnitude. Oceanic excitation of periods between daily to seasonal has been recognized. Atmospheric excitation is found more important for LOD, and both oceanic/atmospheric effects are found important for polar motion [72] [73] . For subdaily polar motion, ocean effect is known to dominate [72] . Zhou et al. found better assessment of the atmospheric excitation by considering the Earth's surface topography [74] . Nowadays, daily and sub-daily variations of LOD and polar motion are observed and modeled in submicrosecond and microarcsec levels; for example, see [75] [76] . However, observation and model do not match completely in all spectral range both for LOD and polar motion. This is due to insufficient coverage of observational data for atmospheric/oceanic/hydrologic excitations [77] [78] [79] . Jin et al. analyzed hydrologic/ oceanic excitation to polar motion by analyzing GRACE data [77, 79] . Better explanation for annual and semiannual LOD variation was found by GRACE+SLR analysis for the Earth's principal moment of inertia [78] . 
Time system and coordinate transformation between TRF and CRF
Two Earth centered coordinate frames in common use are celestial reference frame (CRF) and terrestrial reference frame (TRF). For most civilian purposes, TRF is the one to use, while CRF is convenient in astronomy. Due to the spin rotation of the Earth, transformation between TRF and CRF is needed. As summarized in former sections, not only the simple rotation angle specified as Greenwich sidereal time, but also corrections due to the precession, nutation and polar motion are necessary.
Coordinate transformation from CRF to TRF can be expressed as follows (IAU 2000A). Terrestrial Celestial
where R prec , R nut , R spin , and R pm represent the rotation matrices corresponding to the precession, nutation, and spin with time passage, and polar motion.
Explanations for GAST (Greenwich Apparent Sidereal Time) and Time System are given below.
where GMST is the Greenwich Mean Sidereal Time in radian, and Δψcosε is the nutation of right ascension.
GMST 0 is given as
where T is time in Julian century (36525 days) from J2000.0 to 0h UT1 of the day. Julian day conversion from calendar date is preferred to calculate T (for the conversion, see [4] ). αis the factor for sidereal time conversion. α = 1.002737909350795 + 5.9006 × 10 −11 T − 5.9 × 10 −15 T 2 Brief description for the transformation between TRF and CRF adopted by the IAU 2006 is given here. 
where R prec+nut , R spin , and R pm are defined as follows.
For definitions of θ, s, and s ', see [7] or other references cited therein.
Conclusion
Different kinds of variations in the Earth's spin rotation are classified and explained. With emphasis on basic principles, each aspects of Earth rotation; precession, nutation, secular deceleration, LOD variation, and polar motion are described concisely. Euler equation and its formal solution for rigid Earth are included with their modifications for real Earth. Transformation between CRF and TRF is summarized. For convenience, underlying mechanics and mathematics are briefly summarized in Appendix.
Appendix: Summary of pre-requisite mechanics and mathematics
In this appendix, certain basic physical and mathematical concepts needed for understanding the content of this chapter are explained.
A1. Vector algebra
A vector in three dimension can be written as A → = îA 1 + ĵA 2 + kA 3 , where î, ĵ, and kare the unit vectors in each directions. The unit vectors are taken to be cyclic in right handed coordinate system. Magnitude of a vector is defined as
Cross product of two vectors is defined as
. The magnitudes of the two products are
where θ is the angle between A ⇀ and B ⇀ .
One immediately following fact is that cross product of a vector with itself or any other parallel ones vanish; A → × A ⇀ = 0. A triple cross product can be composed as;
A2. Harmonic oscillator
Oscillation and wave are two phenomena of fundamental importance in science and technology. Wave can be regarded as succession of harmonic oscillation in space. Mechanical oscillation exists in a system, where restoring force is accompanied to a deformation from equilibrium. Theory of one-dimensional harmonic oscillator is summarized below.
Linear restoring force and harmonic motion
For a displacement xof a spring from its equilibrium position, restoring force is exerted by the spring and can be written as f = − kx. Equation of motion for such system can be written as
The solution for this equation is found as x = Acosω 1 t + Bsinω 1 t, where the angular frequency and period are given as ω 1 = k m and T 1 = 2π / ω 1 .
Slightly damped harmonic motion
Assuming existence of a small viscous dragging force, which varies linearly with the velocity, the equation of motion is given as m
The solution is found as exponentially decaying oscillation.
and ω 2 = ω 1 2 − γ 2 .
Forced harmonic motion
When a damped harmonic oscillator is driven by external periodic force of angular frequency ω d , its equation of motion can be written as m
, and the solution is
found as
, where the amplitude and phase angle are given as
Euler formula
The convenient complex notation e iα = cosα + isinα, so called Euler formula, can be verified by using three series expansions as follows. 
Angular velocity
For a simple rotation occurring in a plane, angular velocity is defined as time rate of rotation angle ω = dθ dt . The speed due to rotation is given as v = ωr, where r is the radius from the rotation axis. It should be kept in mind that rotational motion (velocity) is perpendicular to the rotating axis (angular velocity vector). For a three dimensional rotation, angular velocity vector ω ⇀ is defined by its three components; ω ⇀ = ω 1 ê 1 + ω 2 ê 2 + ω 3 ê 3 . Velocity v ⇀ of any point r ⇀ in the rotating body is given as v ⇀ = ω ⇀ × r ⇀ .
Inertia tensor
Consider the angular momentum of a rotating rigid body. Write mass element dmat position r ⇀ , then its linear momentum is given as v ⇀ dm = ω ⇀ × r ⇀ dm. Total angular momentum is expressed as L ⇀ = ∫ r ⇀ × v ⇀ dm = ∫ r ⇀ × (ω ⇀ × r ⇀ )dm = ∫ (r 2 ω ⇀ − (r ⇀ · ω ⇀ )r ⇀ )dm. Three components of the total angular momentum are given as follows.
These can be rewritten as follows. where components of inertia tensor I ij are defined as elements of the following matrix. 
Rotational kinetic energy
Kinetic energy of any moving body is defined as T = ∫ 1 2 v 2 dm. The kinetic energy T of a rotating body is given as; ∫ 1
Principal axis
For any rigid body, set of three particular orthogonal axes (called principal axes) exists. If body frame of reference coincides with those principal axes, only diagonal component of inertia tensor remain as nonzero. When a body rotates along its principal axis, its motion may be regarded as a simple planar rotation. As an example, suppose a rotation of a body along its principal axis x 3 , then, the angular momentum and rotational kinetic energy are simply given as L = L 3 = I 3 ω 3 and T = 1 2 I 3 ω 3 2 . It is noted that set of principal axis and principal moment of inertia can be determined from the following condition; L i = ∑ j=1 3 I ij ω j = I λ ω i .
Rotating coordinate frame
Two coordinate frames of common origin, one stationary in space and the other rotating with angular velocity ω ⇀ , are described in the figure (left). On the right figure, the unit vector ê 2 ' at time tand t + Δt are shown. The change Δê 2 ' in the unit vector ê 2 ' is Δê 2 ' = ê 2 '(t + Δt) − ê 2 '(t) ≃ sinϕ Δθ n = sinϕ ωΔt n. Here the direction of Δê 2 ' is denoted by a unit vector n, which is parallel to ω ⇀ × ê 2 '. Therefore the time derivative of ê 2 ' is expressed as As can be derived from above expression by taking period T as infinity, Fourier transform F (ω) of arbitrary well-behaved function f (t) is defined as follows.
The inverse transform is given as
Both Fourier series and Fourier transform are widely used. While Fourier transform is more convenient in theoretical development, quite often discrete Fourier transform is used for calculation in practice. For a given sequence f n , its discrete Fourier transform is defined as follows.
Both f n and F k are periodic sequences such that f n = f N + n and F k = F N + k . Fast Fourier transform is an algorithm to evaluate discrete Fourier transform by minimum number of calculations.
A5. Rotation matrix
Coordinate transformation due to a rotation along one of reference axis by an angle θ is represented as follows. 
